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Smashing Robots Now Offers 200% More Levels of Gripping 3D Action
Published on 01/17/13
MiniWorldGames announces Smashing Robots 1.1.0 for iOS. The latest version of Smashing
Robots features 72 levels of gripping 3D action - up from 24 in the original version.
Smashing Robots transforms gamers into the brave and heroic John Rambot, and sends them
on
a mission to free their fellow Meekas from the thoroughly wicked Evil Corp Robots of
Wasabi Planet. The app is available at no cost, optimized for iPhone 5, and compatible
with iPad and iPod touch.
Cupertino, California - Fans of the one-of-a-kind 3D game app Smashing Robots have reason
to celebrate now that the latest version 1.1.0 boosts the number of levels by a massive
200% - from 24 to 72.
Created by MiniWorldGames, Smashing Robots transforms gamers into the brave and heroic
John Rambot, and sends them on a mission to free their fellow Meekas from the thoroughly
wicked Evil Corp Robots of Wasabi Planet.
Sound easy enough? It could be, if the Evil Corp Robots spoke the language of diplomacy,
or had even the smallest desire to liberate their defenseless prisoners. Regrettably, they
don't. As such, gamers are forced to take matters into their own hands - or rather, onto
their iPhone, iPad or iPod touch - and use skill and logic to journey through the jungles
of Wasabi Planet, while they smash all of the Evil Corp Robots to bits through (what is
now) 72 levels of gripping 3D action.
In addition to 200% more levels, the latest version of Smashing Robots also features:
* Lots of new playable elements including Cannon Blasters
* Win free hints in the crazy bonus levels (if you can find them)
* Take our hero from the Jungle, through the City to the madness of the Robot factory
"Aside from a truly unique and intense storyline, what sets Smashing Robots apart from
other action gap app are the stunning 3D graphics, and amazing sound effects," commented
Jan Heuff of MiniWorldGames. "Gamers of all ages will forget that they're supposed to be
working, studying or doing something rather ordinary, as they immerse themselves in the
noble quest to free the Meekas, one smashed Evil Corp Robot at a time. And now with 72
levels to discover, the app promises even of more hours of fun, action and, yes, robot
smashing!"
Gamers who are already addicted to Smashing Robots and can't wait to feast their eyes on
48 new levels - or those who haven't yet experienced the gripping 3D action and want to
join the quest to free the defenseless Meekas - can download the app now from the App
Store.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone 3GS/4/4S/5, iPod touch (3rd/4th/5th generation), and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.1 or later
* Universal app optimized for display on all iOS devices
* 43.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Smashing Robots 1.1.0 is free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in
the Games category.
MiniWorldGames:
http://www.miniworldgames.com/
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Smashing Robots 1.1.0:
http://www.appshout.com/apps/smashing-robots/
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id561419451
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_xLpuDUE-Kk
Screenshot:
http://a895.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/090/Purple/v4/96/aa/68/96aa6820-8316-afb9-e5d9-641
5916f9e64/mzl.iwpuvbds.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/099/Purple/v4/98/4a/ba/984abac6-8a18-1e6d-2a6cb7364c56c9dc/mzl.fkeomrve.175x175-75.jpg

MiniWorldGames was set up "way back when" by its parent company Rancon, a digital agency,
as a specialist game developer and publisher. Since its launch in 2002, online games
developed by MiniWorldGames have been played hundreds of millions of times and its first
mobile game developed in 2003 was installed on just under 1 million devices.
Miniworldgames.com became a place to play the company's original games, and with popular
games such as Super Headers and Stan Skates, the site attracted more than 3 million unique
monthly visitors and gained 170,000 register members within six months. With further games
Mission Mars, Stick Cricket and a Dirty Sanchez-based game all released on mobile devices,
MiniWorldGames has kept up with the competition in producing fun, playable games across
devices. In 2012 MiniWorldGames took the leap into iOS Apps with the launch of Smashing
Robots, and followed that up in early 2013 with a new version featuring 200% more levels.
Copyright (C) 2013 MiniWorldGames. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone,
iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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